Greek Dancing on Kea in August 2019 With Vaggelis Dimoudis
Kea is a little Greek island off the coast of Attica that distinguishes itself from most
Greek islands by virtue of being accessible only from the commercial port of Lavrio
as opposed to Pireus from where most of the islands are accessed. In addition the
ferries from Lavrio do not do the circuit of popular islands. The result is that
although hugely popular as a tourist destination the tourists come in droves from
Athens and so the island is thoroughly Greek.
Now it is possible to get to Athens from our mountain village in southern Spain by
following the GR7 (long distance hiking route) that traverses the Sierra Nevada
mountains above our house on its way from Tarifa to Athens. I don’t know anyone
who has done this and let’s face it, by the time one got there one’s feet would be so
mutilated that it would be quite impossible to dance. Of course there is also a three
and a half hour direct flight from Malaga airport, some two hours drive from us. I
however, like the Buddha, chose the middle way. I pride myself on thinking out of
the skull.
Europe being so small, anything going north seemed to me to be a good bet. Thus
using a series of airlines that I had never heard of, whose main merit was being
cheap, we made our way up to magnificent Riga in Latvia on the Baltic Sea. From
there the idea was to progress to Kaliningrad, Russia’s access to the Baltic, then on
to St. Petersburg and finally an overnight hop to Athens.
It all sounded perfectly logical as I sewed together a succession of the cheapest, and
therefore most inflexible, flights. It was at this juncture that a Russian friend in our
village pointed out that in order to get a Russian visa one needed the patience of Job
and a large amount of creativity.
Sherlock Holmes could not have done a better job of working his way through the
conflicting webpages each containing entirely different but equally detailed
information. Finally I discovered the online Application Form that starts at four
pages of information but if one answers “yes” to any of the questions it, like the
Gorgon’s head, sprouts additional pages – a clear victory for nay sayers. I diligently
disclaimed any competence in thermal nuclear warfare or clandestine hobbies of
inciting insurrection. I would have claimed no education but for the fact that one
clearly required a great deal of this to be able to fill in the form. I took a wild stab at
addresses and telephone numbers of the august institutions that I had studied at
some fifty years ago taking considerable liberty with the dates. To my shame I
bowed out of trying to describe all the places that I had visited in the last 10 years
and limited myself to the visas that were stamped into my passport.
All good things must come to an end and printing this form out in duplicate with a
pitiful photograph in colour on a white background measuring three centimeters by
four and a glue stick in hand so that I could demonstrate the signature of the
photographer on the back before sticking it onto the form and armed with a suitcase

full of supplementary documents (travel insurance, proof of permanent residence in
Spain, waiver allowing indiscriminate dissemination of personal information and so
on) we presented ourselves at the Russian Consulate in Madrid. Thus transpired the
first of many fatal errors. A James Bondian villain of a security guard roundly
turned us away in Spanish and Russian. Unmentioned in the voluminous online
instructions the consulate no longer issues visas which have been privatized to a
company, possibly run by ex KGB officers, at some totally different location.
Madrid is a five and a half hour drive from us and the Russian visa center only opens
for a fashionable few hours each morning thus requiring an overnight stay and
exorbitant parking fees. For the second attempt I managed to find an apartment to
rent very close to the visa center. Three quarters of an hour before opening time
there was already a nervous looking queue formed on the sidewalk in front of the
building. In fear and trembling we joined this, armed with our battery of documents,
our Canadian passports (as our European ones did not have the required six months
left on them), our application forms, and the infamous letter of invitation that I
eventually, at a fee, managed to persuade our hotel in Kaliningrad to issue.
On the stroke of 9:00 a ferocious looking lady emerged and in complex Spanish
provided the supplementary instructions – no talking, papers presented in a
preordained order, photos glued to the application forms and so on. It was at this
juncture that the sport began in earnest. Each applicant was allocated a good half
hour of in depth scrutiny in the course of which something was always found to be
wanting and they were sent on their way. Eventually our turn arrived and in
advanced hand language I presented everything that I had in whatever order it
emerged from my briefcase but alas the letters of invitation failed to include our
unused middle names. Worse still, I always apply for visas for a longer period than
we intend to be there so that if anything goes wrong we avoid lengthy prison terms
for illegal trespassing. This however was also a fatal flaw in Russia. The visa period
had to correspond to the tragically flawed letters of invitation. None of these
failings could of course be fixed by the expedient of a ballpoint pen.
Tail between my legs I made my way back to our apartment and on my mobile
phone, the only computer that I had with me, I laboriously reapplied. As luck would
have it the stationary shop across the road was prepared to print out the multiple
copies. However the hotel receptionist in Kaliningrad only spoke Russian and
German and the agency that issued the invitation letters responded by consistently
hanging up. After the fourth attempt I thought that we might as well run the
gauntlet as we were already in Madrid but in the fullness of time we were again
roundly rejected.
Finally on the third attempt with our brand new letters of invitation including all of
our names we presented ourselves before the same inquisitor who almost smiled
while accepting the usurious application fees and with great precision predicted the
exact date that our passports would be returned. Now we do not get postal delivery
on our goat track and the couriers refuse to come to us so I provided the address of

the local gestor (sort of not-quite-a-lawyer who shuffles papers and gets things done
for unconscionable fees). However as the detailed retrieval instructions required
that the passports be signed for and the stamped receipt handed over, I spent every
day for the week following the predicted date hanging around the square in front of
the gestor with my cell phone within grasping without any sign of our passports. In
the end they arrived the moment that my back was turned but being Spain the
courier handed them over to the gestor in exchange for anyone’s illegible scribble.
Thus we arrived late at night at the airport of Kaliningrad. I had negotiated a
transfer to our derelict looking hotel on the outskirts of the town. The impressive
five star modern highway to it was still under construction but the taxi driver was
an experienced slalom driver and managed to work his way through the maze of
deviations including a few u-turns around pylons. In fact the hotel, once one got past
the exterior, was quite comfortable. We were attending an event there that involved
a large international presence and included a trip to the UNESCO protected
Curonian Spit that extends into Lithuania. Two full-sized motor coaches, one with a
Russian speaking guide and the other English, descended into the traffic jam to this
interesting phenomenon to join the armada of other coaches and cars. We did all
the conventional things such as waddling along prescribed trails to glance at the
enormous sand dunes, watching birds being ringed for migration studies and so on.
There is no word for service in the Russian language and when the one and only
beachside restaurant eventually permitted us to sit down all attempts at ordering
something to eat failed. In the end we did manage to point at something on the
menu only half of which arrived. When queried we were informed that they had run
out of it but as we had also run out of time we decided to settle for hunger.
Although the weather forecast for this part of the trip was abysmal in the event we
only had one day of impressive rain. It was mostly warm and sunny. Not speaking
any Russian or reading Cyrillic it was with some trepidation that we escaped the
hotel by local bus to visit the city. It is a pleasant spacious Soviet style place with
certain charm left over from when it was Prussian.
We arrived at St. Petersburg airport rather late in the evening. I had found a
wonderful old apartment on the wrong side of the Summer Gardens in a grand old
building in serious need of renovation. Once through the multiple locked doors and
up the chipped stone stairway we emerged into our gigantic slightly remodeled
space in which everything that one might need was provided including a
magnificent view of the grand edifice across the road. The first issue though was to
get in. The young chap managing the apartment spoke only Russian and although he
read a bit of English was not excessively given to communication. His promise to
send us a driver to the airport fell through at the last moment and our overpriced
airport taxi waited skeptically while we piled out onto the deserted roadside. He
must have wanted to make sure that we had given him the right address. While
looking like refugees off the boat a young lady from the university nearby stopped
and offered help. Eventually after a series of complicated phone calls she found us
the right door and after much persuasion the youngster managing the place exerted

himself sufficiently to descend and explain the impressive array of keys and locks.
Angels do exist but in Russia they don’t smile.
St. Petersburg is utterly impressive but not at all undiscovered. Our apartment was
brilliantly located because we could easily walk to the tourist sites without actually
living in the tourist ghetto. By the time we had queued for two hours to get tickets
into the Hermitage Museum we probably did not do this amazing place the justice
that it was due but were sufficiently impressed as much with the building as with
the exhibits. Ordering our food in Cyrillic proved something of a challenge and we
did manage to eat some extremely weird stuff but overall St. Peterburg was one of
the highlights of the trip.
By the time we were to leave our young apartment manager had warmed up to tepid
and managed to find us a much cheaper taxi to get us to the airport for our 2:30 a.m.
flight to Athens. It is hard to imagine why the security for getting out of Russia is
almost as intense as getting into it but we eventually escaped intact for our dreadful
overnight flight.
Now Greece is a totally different universe. In spite of the economic issues people
seem happy and full of enthusiasm for the process of living. There are local buses
that leave from the airport to various places including Lavrio but no one seemed to
know when ours left. We had all day in any event and got talking to a Greek lady
who also had no idea when her bus was arriving. The board in the airport with bus
departures posted was the work of extreme fiction. A bus driver while we tried to
get on the wrong bus told us when ours was scheduled to arrive, a long comatose sit
in the sun from when we arrived. Once on the bus we jogged along visiting various
villages until evicted summarily at Markopoulo where we were told that another
bus would come shortly, which indeed it did. In Lavrio we had not bought ferry
tickets so we dragged our luggage the kilometer from the bus stop to the port
against a horrendous wind. Luckily we were in time for the last ferry but as this did
not leave until 4:00 p.m. we were able to return to the town for a very pleasant and
leisurely lunch. No problem with the luggage. We could leave it in the ticket office.
Vaggelis had arranged for the group to stay in a charming little hotel across the road
from Coressia beach the far side of the bay from the ferry port. Arriving a day
before the rest of the group we got talking to the friendly proprietors, a retired
doctor and his wife. As far as I could tell the retired doctor spent his days drinking
coffee and guzzling pills and his wife ran the hotel singlehanded. One does not
starve in Greece and it was an extreme challenge to do justice to the delicious array
of food produced for our breakfast.
The dance classes took place on their terrace. The group was Spanish from the
north of Spain and I wistfully thought that the ten day workshop would be my great
leap forward with learning the language. In the event however some French
dancers who we had met in Ikaria many many years ago – a chief of police and his
very well dressed wife – turned up with their car along with a bunch of their friends

and we were adopted by the French. In fact many of the Spanish spoke Greek, in
which the workshop was conducted, and amongst themselves they spoke euskara
(Basque) and Catalan so not much Castellano was spoken in any event.
In total there were four teachers. We learnt some island dances from Cypress and
some convoluted couple dances from Kea. There were also some Macedonian and
Thracian dances. The teachers came with their families and many dancers and
friends came over from Athens to join them as August is holiday season in Europe.
We attended two panagiris (sort of religious based parties) but being so close to
Athens they were not typical local events. The bus drive up to the village where they
took place was positively terrifying not least because of the overwhelming number
of vehicles parked everywhere. On one of the occasions we had a police escort
which added to the chaos. One of the events was in a gigantic open air restaurant
but the excellent live music was amplified to the point that it was deafening even
with makeshift earplugs, and there was almost no space to dance in. The other was
so crowded that we bailed out and found a restaurant nearby which had run out of
food so it was not our most successful evening.
Being adopted by our French friends not only got us involved in the daily French
ritual of aperitif but also trips to the various beaches around the island. It is very
hot in Greece in August but at least on the island it didn’t soar much above 30
(unlike Athens for example). We had two hours of dance classes in the morning and
two in the evening leaving the afternoons free for relaxing. Later in the evening we
would go into the village to a restaurant where our teachers and their friends played
traditional instruments and sang and we were able to dance on the road that they
close off after the last ferry unloads. There was one outing in which we went to the
charming village of Loulis from where we were able to walk to a stone sculpture of a
lion carved about two and a half thousand years ago but the museum was
unfortunately shut. We also visited a beach and then drove down the spine of the
island to a monastery the other end of it. It was a nice outing and extremely
animated as Greeks and Spaniards in general know how to enjoy themselves.
For our return we had rented an apartment in Athens away from the tourist area
with the intention of visiting some friends who live in that area. It was an inspired
choice with a live market around the corner and lots of shops and restaurants
nearby. Everything seemed to go right for us. Our French friends piled our luggage
into their car so we did not have to drag it anywhere. In Lavrio the bus that was
taking the main group from the port to their hotel in the center of Athens happened
to be passing within a five minute walk of our apartment and agreed to take us and
let us off there. The apartment owner spoke excellent English and had no problem
with us staying on until our late night flight. As he was taking his granddaughter to
the airport at about the same time he gave us a lift as well.
Payback time however occurred when we got to Malaga airport at 2:00 a.m. to find
no one at the car park where we had left our car. Later a van drove up with

passengers picking up their cars who of course took priority. We discovered why
when it emerged that the guy who checked us in had assumed that we meant
2:00p.m. To their credit they were most apologetic, which is not something that
comes easily to the Andaluz, but we then had some quality time waiting for him to
find our car and then wash it. As we live about two hours drive away from the
airport it was a long day.

